Instructions & how to get the most from your Essential Booster Sonic-Ionic therapy sessions

Congratulations on your purchase of your Essential Oil / Serum Booster device from Swiss Ultimate and MD-Direct. Your specially-designed booster device can enhance the effectiveness of serum/cream cosmetic products by massaging under and around your eyes to deepen the effects of your skin care treatments. The battery should last for 4-6 hours of consecutive use (at 2 minutes or so, per day). Your device is USB-rechargeable, using any USB phone, computer or other charger.

Your device has a physical button you need to press to switch the device ON and OFF. To get maximum effect you need to be touching the metal ion inductive ring (shown in the image below) with your fingers at all times. Then, touch the massaging head to your face and neck. Ultrasonic vibration and ionic flow will then help gently push all your essential oil (dilute essential oils first with carrier oil before use), serums and cream treatments deeper than ever before, where they can do the most good.

1. Before planning use, open the USB charging cover at the lower part of the device. Charge the device with any phone, computer or other USB outlet. Charge until the light in the switch glows solid (not flashing).

2. Apply your oil, serum or cream treatment (Swiss Ultimate/MD-Direct Serums - available on Amazon - are recommended for best results) as you normally would under your eye and face area (using your finger, brush or sponge). Use directions that came with your cosmetic treatment product. Then, using the rounded, silver-colored massage head of the device as the point that makes contact with your skin start the massage. Pay particular attention not to get serum/cream in the eye, itself. You should massage under each eye for approximately 30 - 60 seconds, per eye. Then use on face and neck, as you desire.

3. After treatment of the under-eye area is complete, do the same for the other eye. You may also massage other areas around the eye and face, as desired. Such as; the edge outer-eye area, at the wrinkle-prone areas where crows feet can be present. The area above the eye may also be massaged if you choose.

4. After the massage session is complete, please wipe the massage head clean, using a towel or tissue. DO NOT IMMERSE THE DEVICE IN WATER AT ANY TIME. Cleaning the device by wiping with a towel or tissue with occasional soap or surgical alcohol is sufficient.

If You Need to Contact Us:  We stand behind our products and want you to be happy with your purchase. If you have any questions or comments, we would be happy to hear from you. All our products carry our 90-day 100% satisfaction guarantee. Please contact us by email: help@swissultimate.us and we will get back to you, ASAP! You may also contact us on our AMAZON.COM page. Simply go to AMAZON online, and search for 'Swiss Ultimate Serum.' You will be able to contact us, directly via AMAZON. You may also reach us by phone, toll-free: 800-930-7674. Contact by mail: Swiss Ultimate Labs, 22 Shelter Rock Lane #33 Danbury, CT 06810, USA.

CAUTIONS:
1. Keep the device (and cover) out of reach of children at all times - choking hazard. This is a professional-grade cosmetic device - not a toy.
2. If storing device, recharge every 3 months to maintain battery condition
3. Do not wash device with water or immerse the device in water for any reason

Statements on this page have not been evaluated by the FDA. This device is for cosmetic use only. It is not a medical device and is not designed to have any medical benefit. The device is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult a medical professional if you experience any undue redness or irritation you believe may be caused by use of this product.

Where can I get the recommended Swiss Ultimate & MD-Direct Serums (designed for best results with my device?)  Easy! Just go to www.Amazon.com and search for “Swiss Ultimate Serum” on Amazon.com (search at top of Amazon web page).

Use Promotion Code: SWISS321 during Amazon checkout, for a special client discount!